
What is claimed is:

1. A recording medium comprising:

a data area in which

a first data arrangement containing a plurality of

video data cells in each of which video data has been

stored and

first management information table that is for

managing said first data arrangement and includes first

cell playback information specifying the playback order

of video data cells in said first data arrangement and

first content information on the contents of said first

data arrangement, have been recorded.

2. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said data area has a second data arrangement

containing a plurality of cells in each of which video

data has been stored and second management information

that is for managing said second data arrangement and

includes second cell playback information specifying

the playback order of video data cells in said second

data arrangement and second content information on the

contents of said second data arrangement, recorded

therein.

3. A recording medium according to claim 2,

wherein said first and second content informations

include the presence or absence of data arrangements to

which said first and second data arrangements are to be

concatenated as well as the numbers of data



arrangements at concatenating destinations

.

4. A recording medium according to claim 2,

wherein said data area has a third data arrangement

containing a plurality of cells in each of which video

data has been stored and third management information

that is for managing said third data arrangement and

includes third cell playback information specifying the

playback order of video data cells in said third data

arrangement and third content information on the

contents of said third data arrangement, recorded

therein.

.5. A recording medium according to claim 4,

wherein said first, second, and third content

informations include the presence or absence of data

arrangements to which said first, second, and third

data arrangements are to be concatenated as well as the

numbers of data arrangements at concatenating

destinations.

6. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said first content information includes entry

information as to whether or not said first data

arrangement is to be reproduced first.

^7. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said first content information includes the

number of cell data items in said first data

arrangement

.

8. A recording medium according to claim 1,
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wherein said video data cells include video data packs

for reproducing images, audio data packs for

reproducing audio, and sub-picture data packs for

reproducing sub-pictures, the audio data packs

containing one or more audio streams that are

identified by audio stream numbers and can be

reproduced selectively, and the sub-picture data packs

containing sub-picture streams that are identified by

sub-picture stream numbers and can be reproduced

selectively

•

9. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said first content information includes

selectable audio stream numbers and selectable sub-

picture stream numbers

.

10. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said first content information includes the

presence or absence of repetitive playback of the

corresponding first data arrangement and the number of

playbacks to be repeated.

11. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said first content information includes

information as to whether or not the reproduced state

is forced to remain stationary after the corresponding

first data arrangement has been reproduced and, if the

state is made stationary, further information on the

duration of the stationary state.

12. A recording medium according to claim 1,



wherein said first management information table

includes precommand information in which the processing

related to the playback has been written before the

playback of the corresponding first data arrangement.

13. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said first management information table

includes postcommand information in which the

processing related to the playback has been written

after the playback of the corresponding first data

arrangement

.

14. A recording medium according to claim 13,

wherein said postcommand information includes a command

to change the processing according to an externally

supplied input in the course of reproducing the

corresppnding first data arrangement.

15. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said first management information table

includes intercell command information in which a

command process related to the playback has been

written in the course of reproducing the corresponding

first data arrangement, and said first cell playback

information includes information that is written in the

intercell command information after the completion of

reproduction of a particular data cell and specifies

a command process to be executed.

16. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said video data cells include video data packs
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for reproducing images, audio data packs for

reproducing audio, and sub-picture data packs for

reproducing sub-pictures, and items that the user can

choose are reproduced from the sub-picture data packs

.

5 17. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said first cell playback information includes

the start address of the first data cell in said first

data arrangement in said data area.

18. A recording medium according to claim 1,

10 wherein said first cell playback information includes

the start address of the last data cell in said first

data arrangement in said data area.

19- A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said data area further has search information

15 for searching for said first management information

table recorded therein.

20. A recording medium according to claim 1,

wherein said data area further has menu information for

choosing said first data arrangement recorded therein.

2 0 21. A method of reproducing video data cells from

a recording medium having a data area in which a first

data arrangement containing a plurality of video data

cells in each of which video data has been stored and

first management information table that is for managing

25 said first data arrangement and includes first cell

playback information specifying the playback order of

video data cells in said first data arrangement and
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first content information on the contents of said first

data arrangement, have been recorded, said method

comprising the steps of:

acquiring said first content information and

5 setting a playback state according to the first content

information; and

acquiring said first cell playback information and

reproducing video data cells according to the first

cell playback information.

10 22. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

data area has a second data arrangement containing

a plurality of cells in each of which video data has

been stored and second management information that is

for managing said second data arrangement and includes

15 second cell playback information specifying the

playback order of video data cells in said second data

arrangement and second content information on the

contents of said second data arrangement, recorded

therein.

20 23. A method according to claim 22, wherein said

first and second content informations include the

presence or absence of data arrangements to which said

first and second data arrangements are to be

concatenated as well as the numbers of data

25 arrangements at concatenating destinations.

24. A method according to claim 23, wherein when

a data arrangement to be next concatenated is said
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second data arrangement, said second content

information is acquired and a playback state is set

according to the second content information, and said

second cell playback information is acquired and video

5 data cells are reproduced according to the second cell

playback information.

25. A method according to claim 22, wherein said

data area has a third data arrangement containing

a plurality of cells in each of which video data has

10 been stored and third management information that is

for managing said third data arrangement and includes

third cell playback information specifying the playback

order of video data cells in said third data

arrangement and third content information on the

15 contents of said third data arrangement, recorded

therein.

26. A method according to claim 25, wherein said

first, second, and third content informations include

the presence or absence of data arrangements to which

20 said first, second, and third data arrangements are to

be concatenated and the numbers of data arrangements at

concatenating destinations.

27. A method according to claim 26, wherein when

a data arrangement to be next concatenated is one of

25 said second and third data arrangements, the one's

content information is acquired and a playback state is

set according to the one's content information, and the
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cell playback information corresponding to the one's

content information is acquired and the video data

cells corresponding to the cell playback information

are reproduced according to the cell playback

5 information.

28. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first content information contains entry information as

to whether or not said first data arrangement is to be

reproduced first.

IQ 29. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first content information contains the number of cell

data items in said first data arrangement.

30. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

video data cells include video data packs for

15 reproducing images, audio data packs for reproducing

audio, and sub-picture data packs for reproducing

sub-pictures, the audio data packs containing one or

more audio streams that are identified by audio stream

numbers and can be reproduced selectively, and the sub-

20 picture data packs containing sub-picture streams that

are identified by sub-picture stream numbers and can be

reproduced selectively

,

31. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first content information contains selectable audio

25 stream numbers and selectable sub-picture stream

numbers

.

32. A method according to claim 31, wherein the



setting step specifies an audio stream number and

a sub-picture stream number that are to be chosen from

the selectable audio stream numbers and the selectable

sub-picture stream numbers, and the reproducing step

includes the step of reproducing an audio stream number

and a sub-picture stream according to the specified

audio stream number and sub-picture stream number.

33. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first content information contains the presence or

absence of repetitive playback of the corresponding

first data arrangement and the number of playbacks to

be repeated, and the reproducing step reproduces video

data cells repeatedly according to the first content

information

.

34. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first content information includes information as to

whether or not the reproduced state is forced to remain

stationary after the corresponding first data

arrangement has been reproduced and, if the state is

made stationary, further information on the duration of

the stationary state, and video data cells are

reproduced in a stationary state according to the first

content information.

35. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first management information table includes precommand

information in which the processing related to the

playback has been written before the playback of the
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corresponding first data arrangement.

36. A method according to claim 35, wherein

a precommand is executed in said setting step.

37. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

5 first management information table includes postcommand

information in which the processing related to the

playback has been written after the playback of the

corresponding first data arrangement.

38. A method according to claim 37, wherein

IQ a postcommand is executed in said setting step.

39. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

postcommand information includes a command to change

the processing according to an externally supplied

input in the course of reproducing the corresponding

15 first data arrangement.

40. A method according to claim 39, wherein

a postcommand is executed in said setting step.

41. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first management information table includes intercell

20 command information in which a command process related

to the playback has been written in the course of

reproducing the corresponding first data arrangement,

and said first cell playback information includes

information that is written in the intercell command

25 information after the completion of reproduction of

a particular data cell and specifies a command process

to be executed.



42, A method according to claim 41, wherein an

intercell command is executed in said reproducing step.

43. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

video data cells include video data packs for

reproducing images, audio data packs for reproducing

audio, and sub-picture data packs for reproducing

sub-pictures, and items that the user can choose are

reproduced from the sub-picture data packs

.

44- A method according to claim 43, wherein said

reproducing step plays back sub-picture packs and

thereby reproduces choices in the played-back picture.

45. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first cell playback information includes the start

address of the first data cell in said first data

arrangement in said data area.

46. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

setting step includes the step of acquiring a data cell

by reference to the start address of the first data

cell

.

47. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

first cell playback information includes the start

address of the last data cell in said first data

arrangement in said data area,

48. A method according to claim 47, wherein said

data area further has search information for searching

for said first management information table recorded

therein, and said setting step includes the step of



acquiring the search information and thereby obtaining

said first management information table.

49. A method according to claim 21, wherein said

data area further has menu information for choosing

said first data arrangement recorded therein.

50. A method according to claim 49, further

comprising the step of displaying a menu according to

the menu information previous to said setting step.

51. An apparatus for reproducing video data cells

from a recording medium having a data area in which

a first data arrangement containing a plurality of

video data cells in each of which video data has been

stored and first management information table that is

for managing said first data arrangement and includes

first cell playback information specifying the playback

order of video data cells in said first data

arrangement and first content information on the

contents of said first data arrangement, have been

recorded, said apparatus comprising:

means for searching said recording medium for the

first management information table and the first data

arrangement

;

means for storing the read-out first management

information table;

means for setting a playback state according to

the first content information in the first management

information table

;
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means for transferring video data cells in the

first data arrangement according to the first cell

playback information in the first management

information table; and

5 means for converting the transferred video data

cells into video signals,

52. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said data area has a second data arrangement containing

a plurality of cells in each of which video data has

10 been stored and second management information that is

^ for managing said second data arrangement and includes

1^ second cell playback information specifying the

playback order of video data cells in said second data

arrangement and second content information on the

Ijj 15 contents of said second data arrangement, recorded

Q therein,

''^ 53, An apparatus according to claim 52, wherein

said first and second content information includes the

presence or absence of data arrangements to which said

20 first and second data arrangements are to be

concatenated as well as the numbers of data

arrangements at concatenating destinations.

54. An apparatus according to claim 53, wherein

when a data arrangement to be next concatenated is said

25 second data arrangement, said searching means searches

for said second content information, said storing means

stores the second content information, said setting



means sets a playback state according to the second

content information, said transferring means transfers

video data cells in said second data arrangement

according to the second cell playback information in

the second management information, and said converting

means converts the video data cells according to the

second cell playback information.

55. An apparatus according to claim 52, wherein

said data area has a third data arrangement containing

a plurality of cells in each of which video data has

been stored and third management information that is

for managing said third data arrangement and includes

third cell playback information specifying the playback

order of video data cells in said third data

arrangement and third content information on the

contents of said third data arrangement, recorded

therein

.

56. An apparatus according to claim 55, wherein

said first, second, and third content informations

include the presence or absence of data arrangements to

which said first, second, and third data arrangements

are to be concatenated as well as the numbers of data

arrangements at concatenating destinations.

57. An apparatus according to claim 53, wherein

when a data arrangement to be next concatenated is one

of the second and third data arrangements, said

searching means searches for the content information
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corresponding to the one's data arrangement, said

storing means stores the one's content information,

said setting means sets a playback state according to

the one's content information, said transferring means

5 transfers video data cells in the second data

arrangement according to the second cell playback

information in the one's management information, and

said converting means converts the video data cells

according to the one's cell playback information.

10 58. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said first content information includes entry

information as to whether or not said first data

arrangement is to be reproduced first

•

59. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

15 said first content information includes the number of

cell data items in said first data arrangement.

60. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said video data cells include video data packs for

reproducing images, audio data packs for reproducing

20 audio, and sub-picture data packs for reproducing

sub-pictures, the audio data packs containing one or

more audio streams that are identified by audio stream

numbers and can be reproduced selectively, and the sub-

picture data packs containing sub-picture streams that

25 are identified by sub-picture stream numbers and can be

reproduced selectively.

61. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein
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said first content information includes selectable

audio stream numbers and selectable sub-picture stream

numbers

.

62. An apparatus according to claim 61 ^ wherein

5 said setting means specifies an audio stream number and

a sub-picture stream number that are to be chosen from

the selectable audio stream numbers and the selectable

sub-picture stream numbers, and said converting means

converts an audio stream number and a sub-picture

10 stream according to the specified audio stream number

and sub-picture stream number,

63. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said first content information includes the presence or

absence of repetitive playback of the corresponding

15 first data arrangement as well as the number of

playbacks to be repeated, and said converting means

converts video data cells repeatedly according to the

first content information.

64. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

20 said first content information includes information as

to whether or not the reproduced state is forced to

remain stationary after the corresponding first data

arrangement has been reproduced and, if the state is

made stationary, further information on the duration

25 of the stationary state, and said converting means

converts video data cells into playback signals of

a stationary state according to the first content



information.

65. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said first management information table includes

precommand information in which the processing related

to the playback has been written before the playback of

the corresponding first data arrangement.

66. An apparatus according to claim 65, wherein

said setting means executes a precommand.

67. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said first management information table includes

postcommand information in which the processing related

to the playback has been written after the playback of

the corresponding first data arrangement

.

68. An apparatus according to claim 67, wherein

said setting means executes a postcommand.

69. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said postcommand information contains a command to

change the processing according to an externally

supplied input in the course of reproducing the

corresponding first data arrangement.

70. An apparatus according to claim 69, wherein

said setting means executes a postcommand.

71. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said first management information table includes

intercell command information in which a command

process related to the playback has been written in the

course of reproducing the corresponding first data
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arrangement, and said first cell playback information

includes information that is written in the intercell

command information after the completion of

reproduction of a particular data cell and specifies

5 a command process to be executed.

72. An apparatus according to claim 71, wherein

said transferring means executes an intercell command.

73. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said video data cells include video data packs for

10 reproducing images, audio data packs for reproducing

audio, and sub-picture data packs for reproducing

sub-pictures, and items that the user can choose are

reproduced from the sub-picture data packs.

74. An apparatus according to claim 73, wherein

15 said converting means converts sub-picture packs into

video signals of choices.

75. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said first cell playback information includes the start

address of the first data cell in said first data

20 arrangement in said data area.

76. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said searching means searches for a data cell by

reference to the start address of the first data cell.

77. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

25 said first cell playback information includes the start

address of the last data cell in said first data

arrangement in said data area.
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78. An apparatus according to claim 77, wherein

said data area further has search information for

searching for said first management information table

recorded therein^ and said searching means acquires the

search information and thereby obtains said first

management information table.

79. An apparatus according to claim 51, wherein

said data area further has menu information for

choosing said first data arrangement recorded therein,

80. An apparatus according to claim 79, wherein

said converting means converts menu data into menu

video signals according to the menu information.

A recording method comprising the steps of:

creating a first data arrangement containing a

pluralityNof video data cells in each of which video

data has beeti stored;

creating \irst management information table that

is for managing s^aid first data arrangement and

includes first celr\playback information specifying the

playback order of video data cells in said first data

arrangement and first content information on the

contents of said first data, arrangement ; and

recording the first mana^ment information table

in a first segment area of the d^a area on a recording

medium and the first data arrangement in a second

segment area different from the first\segment area of

the data area on the recording medium. \
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sV. A recording method according to claim 81,

furtherX comprising the steps of:

creating a second data arrangement containing a

pluralityXof cells in each of which video data has been

stored; ana

creating second management information that is for

managing said second data arrangement and includes

second cell playback information specifying the

playback order V)f video data cells in said second data

arrangement and jsecond content information on the

contents of said second data arrangement, wherein

said recording^ step records not only the second

management information along with the first management

information table in tJie first segment area of the data

area on the recording nvedium, but also the second data

arrangement along with tn^ first data arrangement in

the second segment area different from the first

segment area of the data area on the recording medium.

83. A recording method according to claim 82,

wherein said first and second (content informations

include the presence or absence\pf data arrangements to

which said first and second data Arrangements are to be

concatenated as well as the numbersyof data

arrangements at concatenating destin«itions

.

84. A recording method according\to claim 82,

further comprising the steps of:

creating a third data arrangement containing
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k plurality of cells in each of which video data has

bee^ stored; and

Nrreating third management information that is for

managiivg said third data arrangement and includes third

cell pla^ack information specifying the playback order

of video dkta cells in said third data arrangement and

third content: information on the contents of said third

data arrangement, wherein

said recoroing step records not only the third

management informat:ion along with the first and second

management informatYons in the first segment area of

the data area on the Vecording medium, but also the

third data arrangement Nalong with the first and second

data arrangements in the\second segment area different

from the first segment are^ of the data area on the

recording medium. \

85. A recording method aocording to claim 84,

wherein said first, second, and\third content

informations include the presenceXor absence of data

arrangements to which said first, stecond, and third

data arrangements are to be concatenated as well as the

numbers of data arrangements at concatenating

destinations. \

86. A recording method according to claim 81,

wherein said first content information includes entry

information as to whether or not said first data

arrangement is to be reproduced first.
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8
Y . A recording method according to claim 81,

wherein said first content information includes the

number of cell data items in said first data

arrangement

.

88. A recording method according to claim 81,

wherein said video data cells include video data packs

for reproduaing images, audio data packs for

reproducing audio, and sub-picture data packs for

reproducing sub-pictures, the audio data packs

containing one or more audio streams that are

identified by auodo stream numbers and can be

reproduced selectively, and the sub-picture data packs

containing sub-picture streams that are identified by

sub-picture stream numbers and can be reproduced

selectively . \

89. A recording method according to claim 81,

wherein said first conten^^^ information includes

selectable audio stream numbers and selectable sub-

picture stream numbers. \

90. A recording method according to claim 81,

wherein said first content information includes the

presence or absence of repetitive\playback of the

corresponding first data arrangement as well as the

number of playbacks to be repeated. \

91. A recording method according tto claim 81,

wherein said first content information includes

information as to whether or not the reproa^ced state
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i6 forced to remain stationary after the corresponding

fi^st data arrangement has been reproduced and, if the

stat.e is made stationary, further information on the

duraVion of the stationary state,

92\. A recording method according to claim 81,

whereinXsaid first management information table

includesVjrecommand information in which the processing

related to^the playback has been written before the

playback ofVthe corresponding first data arrangement.

93. A recording method according to claim 81,

wherein said f\rst management information table

includes postcoirmand information in which the

processing relateoi to the playback has been written

after the playbackNpf the corresponding first data

arrangement . \

94. A recording method according to claim 81,

wherein said postcommand information includes a command

to change the processings, according to an externally

supplied input in the course of reproducing the

corresponding first data arrangement.

95. A recording method According to claim 81,

wherein said first management Vnformation table

includes intercell command information in which

a command process related to the pjlayback has been

written in the course of reproducinb the corresponding

first data arrangement, and said firs^ cell playback

information includes information that iss written in the
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i>ntercell command information after the completion of

reproduction of a particular data cell and specifies

a command process to be executed,

96\ A recording method according to claim 81,

whereinXsaid video data cells include video data packs

for reproducing images, audio data packs for

reproducingv audio, and sub-picture data packs for

reproducing a^ub-pictures , and items that the user can

choose are reproduced from the sub-picture data packs.

97. A recofsding method according to claim 81,

wherein said f irs\ cell playback information includes

the start address dsf the first data cell in said first

data arrangement in a^aid data area.

98. A recording itvfethod according to claim 81,

wherein said first cellNplayback information includes

the start address of the \ast data cell in said first

data arrangement in said da^ta area.

99. A recording method According to claim 81,

wherein said data area furthers, has search information

for searching for said first management information

table recorded therein. \

100. A recording method accordrrig to claim 81,

wherein said data area further has mejiu information for

choosing said first data arrangement rWorded therein.

101- A recording apparatus comprising:

means for creating not only a first a^ta

arrangement containing a plurality of videoXdata cells
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ila each of which video data has been stored, but also

firet management information table that is for managing

saidXfirst data arrangement and includes first cell

playback information specifying the playback order of

video data cells in said first data arrangement and

first content information on the contents of said first

data arrangement; and

means Bor recording not only the first management

information tVble in a first segment area of the data

area on a recor\ding medium, but also the first data

arrangement in aXsecond segment area different from the

first segment areav of the data area on the recording

medium , \

102, A recording japparatus according to claim 101,

wherein: said creating means creates not only a second

data arrangement containiSng a plurality of cells in

each of which video data ha^ been stored, but also

second management informatioi^ that is for managing said

second data arrangement and includes second cell

playback information specifying Nthe playback order of

video data cells in said second data arrangement and

second content information on the ccmtents of said

second data arrangement; and said recording means

records not only the second management information

along with the first management informatijon table

in the first segment area of the data area\pn the

recording medium, but also the second data aVrangement
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along with the first data arrangement in the second

segroent area different from the first segment area of

the aata area on the recording medium.

10a. a recording apparatus according to claim 102,

whereinXsaid first and second content informations

include tJie presence or absence of data arrangements to

which saidVfirst and second data arrangements are to be

concatenatedV as well as the numbers of data

arrangements at concatenating destinations.

104. A recording apparatus according to claim 102,

wherein: said creaH:ing means creates not only a third

data arrangement coirtaining a plurality of cells in

each of which video data has been stored, but also

third management informastion that is for managing said

third data arrangement andv includes third cell playback

information specifying the playback order of video data

cells in said third data arranWment and third content

information on the contents of seiid second data

arrangement; said recording means i^cords not only the

third management information along wVth the first and

second management informations in the Virst segment

area of the data area on the recording mWiium, but also

the third data arrangement along with the fsirst and

second data arrangements in the second segmenk area

different from the first segment area of the dat^ area

on the recording medium. \

105. A recording apparatus according to claim 10\r,
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whe\ein said first, second, and third content

informations include the presence or absence of data

arrangemb^nts to which said first and second data

arrangement^ are to be concatenated as well as the

numbers of datav arrangements at concatenating

destinations. ^

106. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said first content information includes entry-

information as to whether or not said first data

arrangement is to be reproduced first.

Is07. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

whereYn said first content information includes the

number ^f cell data items in said first data

arrangement

,

108. ANrecording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein saidNyideo data cells include video data packs

for reproducing, images , audio data packs for

reproducing audica, and sub-picture data packs for

reproducing sub-piostures , the audio data packs

containing one or more audio streams that are

identified by audio sti^^m numbers and can be

reproduced selectively, and the sub-picture data packs

containing sub-picture streahis that are identified by

sub-picture stream numbers and\can be reproduced

selectively. \

109. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said first content information includes
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selectable audio stream numbers and selectable

sAb-picture stream numbers

.

NllO. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said first content information includes the

presenfce or absence of repetitive playback of the

corresponding first data arrangement as well as the

number ofXplaybacks to be repeated.

111. A Vecording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein saidNfirst content information includes

information as\to whether or not the reproduced state

is forced to rem\in stationary after the corresponding

first data arrangement has been reproduced and, if the

state is made stationary, further information on the

duration of the stationary state.

112. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said first managemfent information table

includes precommand information in which the processing

related to the playback has beeii written before the

playback of the corresponding fitvst data arrangement.

113. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said first management information table

includes postcommand information in whI^ch the

processing related to the playback has been written

after the playback of the corresponding first data

arrangement . \

114. A recording apparatus according to claifR 101,

wherein said postcommand information includes a command
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to change the processing according to an externally

supplied input in the course of reproducing the

corresponding first data arrangement.

115. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said first management information table

includes intercell command information in which

a command process related to the playback has been

written in the course of reproducing the corresponding

first data arrangement, and said first cell playback

information contains information that is written in the

intercell command information after the completion of

reproduction of a particular data cell and specifies

a command process to be executed.

116. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said video data cells include video data packs

for reproducing images, audio data packs for

reproducing audio, and sub-picture data packs for

reproducing sub-pictures, and items that the user can

choose are reproduced from the sub-picture data packs

.

117. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said first cell playback information includes

the start address of the first data cell in said first

data arrangement in said data area,

118. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said first cell playback information includes

the start address of the last data cell in said first

data arrangement in said data area".
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lis9. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein\said data area further has search information

for searcnang for said first management information

table recoroed therein,

120. A recording apparatus according to claim 101,

wherein said datk area further has menu information for

choosing said firsts^ata arrangement recorded therein.

121. A communication system for transferring

playback data with navigation data, comprising:

means for creating not only a first data

arrangement containing a plurality of video data cells

in each of which video data pack and audio data packs,

each containing compressed and packed data, have been

stored, but also first management information table

that is for managing the first data arrangement and

includes first cell playback information specifying the

playback order of video data cells in said data

arrangement and first content information on the

contents of said first data arrangement; and

means for transferring said first data arrangement

after having transferred the first management

information table

.

122. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein: said creating means creates not only a second

data arrangement containing a plurality of cells in

each of which video data has been stored, but also

second management information that is for managing said
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second data arrangement and includes second cell

playback information specifying the playback order of

video data cells in said second data arrangement and

second content information on the contents of said

5 second data arrangement; and said transferring means

transfers the second data arrangement after having

transferred the second management information.

123. A communication system according to claim 122,

wherein said first and second content informations

10 include the presence or absence of data arrangements to

which said first and second data arrangements are to be

concatenated as well as the numbers of data

arrangements at concatenating destinations.

124. A communication system according to claim 121,

15 wherein: said creating means creates not only a third

data arrangement containing a plurality of cells in

each of which video data has been stored, but also

third management information that is for managing said

third data arrangement and includes third cell playback

20 information specifying the playback order of video data

cells in said third data arrangement and third content

information on the contents of said second data

arrangement; and said transferring means for

transferring the third data arrangement after having

2 5 transferred the third management information.

125. A communication system according to claim 124,

wherein said first, second, and third content
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informations include the presence or absence of data

arrangements to which said first, second, and third

data arrangements are to be concatenated as well as the

numbers of data arrangements at concatenating

5 destinations

.

126. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said first content information includes entry

information as to whether or not said first data

arrangement is to be reproduced first,

10 127. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said first content information contains the

number of cell data items in said first data

arrangement.

128. A communication system according to claim 121,

15 wherein said video data cells include video data packs

for reproducing images, audio data packs for

reproducing audio, and sub-picture data packs for

reproducing sub-pictures, the audio data packs

containing one or more audio streams that are

20 identified by audio stream numbers and can be

reproduced selectively, and the sub-picture data packs

containing sub-picture streams that are identified by

sub-picture stream numbers and can be reproduced

selectively,

25 129. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said first content information includes

selectable audio stream numbers and selectable
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sub-picture stream numbers.

130. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said first content information includes the

presence or absence of repetitive playback of the

5 corresponding first data arrangement as well as the

number of playbacks to be repeated.

131. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said first content information includes

information as to whether or not the reproduced state

10 is forced to remain stationary after the corresponding

first data arrangement has been reproduced and, if the

state is made stationary, further information on the

duration of the stationary state.

132. A communication system according to claim 121,

15 wherein said first management information table

includes precommand information in which the processing

related to the playback has been written before the

playback of the corresponding first data arrangement.

133. A communication system according to claim 121,

20 wherein said first management information table

includes postcommand information in which the

processing related to the playback has been written

after the playback of the corresponding first data

arrangement

.

25 134. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said postcommand information includes a command

to change the processing according to an externally
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supplied input in the course of reproducing the

corresponding first data arrangement.

135. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said first management information table

5 includes intercell command information in which

a command process related to the playback has been

written in the course of reproducing the corresponding

first data arrangement, and said first cell playback

information includes information that is written in the

IQ intercell command information after the completion of

reproduction of a particular data cell and specifies

a command process to be executed.

136. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said video data cells include video data packs

15 for reproducing images, audio data packs for

reproducing audio, and sub-picture data packs for

reproducing sub-pictures, and items that the user can

choose are reproduced from the sub-picture data packs.

137. A communication system according to claim 121,

20 wherein said first cell playback information includes

the start address of the first data cell in said first

data arrangement in said data area,

138. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said first cell playback information includes

25 the start address of the last data cell in said first

data arrangement in said data area.

139. A communication system according to claim 121,
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wherein said transferring means transfers search

information for searching for the first management

information table before transferring the first

management information table

-

140. A communication system according to claim 121,

wherein said transferring means first transfers menu

information for choosing said first data arrangement.


